
 
 

MIRANDA!  
RELEASE THEIR NEW ALBUM 

“SOUVENIR”    

  
LISTEN TO IT HERE 

A month after premiering their last single and video “Por amar el amor”, Miranda!  
release “Souvenir”, their awaited eighth album studio. This new material 

summarizes the path they have gone through during their 20 year long career, and 
defines it completely.   

“Souvenir” features a rhythm palette that has been a tradition in the repertoire of 
Argentina’s most important pop duo: house (Me gustas tanto, Por amar al amor), 
dancehall (Caía la noche), disco (Que no pare), 80s electronic (Luna de papel), 

guitar song (Casi feliz, No es lo que parece), and a more climax electronic (Entre las 
Dos, En el bar, Un tiempo). 

In Ale Sergi’s own words:  



“Souvenir is not a “back to the roots” album; it is a review of our entire career. We 
have always wanted to do something different in each album, so this time we wanted 

to do the same as usual, but better… 

We worked, once again, with Cachorro López as producer, and recorded in our 
studio and also his. There are also tracks produced by Gabriel Lucena. 

The album is basically instrumented with machines and software: barely some 
acoustic drums (Casi feliz), an electric bass guitar (Que no pare), and some guitars 

(Un tiempo, Casi feliz); the rest is purely synthesizer, sampling, and digital 
processes.  

We have two collaborations with some friends and admired artists: Sidonie 
(Spain), and Javiera Mena (Chile). With Javiera we co-wrote “Entre las dos”, and 

with Sidonie we worked remotely in a new version of “Me gustas tanto”. 

Regarding the lyrics, we touch the usual subjects but from a more reflexive and 
less impulsive point of view. 

This is the beginning of Miranda!’s third life.” 

For the release, Miranda! surprised all of their followers around the globe with a 
shocking audiovisual showcase via streaming, where they performed four of the 

album songs in an unique format: “Por amar al amor”, “Caía la noche”, “Que no 
pare”, and “Me gustas tanto”. 

Watch “Por amar al amor” HERE 
 

 
 

MIRANDA! SOUVENIR TRACKLIST 

1. Por Amar al Amor 
2. Caía la Noche 

3. Me Gustas Tanto (featuring Sidonie) 
4. Entre las Dos (featuring Javiera Mena) 

5. Luna de Papel 



6. No Es Lo Que Parece 
7. Un Tiempo 
8. En el Bar 

9. Que No Pare 
10. Casi Feliz 

 

 ABOUT MIRANDA! 

Miranda! began in 2001, and it is formed by the singers/songwriters Alejandro Sergi 
and Juliana Gattas. The band has captivated the audience in Hispanic America 

thanks to their endless hit production, and recognizable melodies, earning seven 
MTV awards, six Gardel awards, and two Latin Grammy nominations. 

 

Follow Miranda! 
https://www.instagram.com/MirandaEnVivo/ 

https://www.facebook.com/MirandaEnVivo/ 

https://twitter.com/MirandaEnVivo/ 

https://www.youtube.com/mirandaenvivo 


